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The srnaunt of soluble potassium retained by the exchange complex 
of sails receiving various applications of potash, sop®sphosph&t©, lime 
and a mixture of miser dements was studied, ©rap response from thee® 
treatment® was observed os plots located oa some representative soil 
series of the state. Following the field investigation, soil sample® 
fro© some of the plots were takea into the laboratory and analyzed for 
exchangeable calcium, magnesium, potassium and hydrogen. Rapid soil 
tests wore also used to estimate the available potassium and other ions 
held by the exchange complex of these soils.
Crop response varied with the different soils -as well as with the 
various treatment®. The field results, as a whole, emphasised the im­
portance of providing a sufficient supply' of the essential nutrients as 
a necessary factor in maintaining a fertile soil. The labor&toiy in­
vestigations demonstrate, the effect of lime and superphosphats on the 
availability of potassium, and other cations. Superphosphate decreased 
the amount of applied potassium retained as the exchangeable form in the 
majority of the soils. ‘The highest application of phosphere® and potash, 
in most instances, lowered the amount of exchangeable magnesium to a marked 
degree* She combined effects of lime and sup erphosph&te also decreased 
the amount of applied potassium absorbed by the exchange complex of ©oils 
having a small amount of exchangeable hydrogen* fh© resalts of the rapid 
soil tests when compared to the exchangeable data g&v® a gpod indication
of tbo mw&il&blo plaat food* fhm rosoli* of I M i  ®tody# In isftaî l, 
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oill allow oil thm aoooooosgr el.«ob to bo awail&blo 1» sofficie&t
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The maintenance of a sufficient supply of available potassium 
as well as other soluble nutrients is generally recognised as a good 
soil fertility practice. Potassium is an available fora is needed 
to aatisfy both the requirements of soils and crops, This available
or exchangeable fora of potassium is only one of the essential ions
in the exchange complex of soils. The amount of this exchangeable
element held by the colloidal complex stay be greatly affected by the
addition of other soluble nutrients. The remoral of crops and loss 
by leaching are primarily responsible in causing a deficit in the 
supply of available plant food. Skis supply of available nutrients 
can be restored by the application of fertilisers. In Maryland, ab­
normal responses have been observed with potash fertilisation. Potash 
treatments on soils deficient in available potassium as shown by the 
usual soil tests, produced excellent yields, while other soils show­
ing similar need* gave no response. The response of crops to various 
applications df not ash with and without other fertiliser*, was ob­
served in this investigation on various soil series through-out the 
state. The relation of exchangeable do t as slum to other exchangeable 
cations was studied with respect to It* availability in proportion 
to other plant nutrients. An attempt was also made to estimate 
the potassium needs of some Maryland soils*
mmim of usmaniss
The availability of potassium in soils has been the subject of 
such investigation. Many investigators have related the availability 
of this el men t to & process in which replaceable potassium is eoi&» 
verted to a fixed or mon-replaceable fom in soil. This has been 
demonstrated by the failure to recover potash applications as exchange­
able potassium. Some investigators recognize an equilibrium between 
the replaceable and non-replaesable forms of potassium la which on© 
form will revert to the other depending ©a the supply of each. Still 
other investigations have shown that individual ions, such as the 
F0^ ion, soluble aluminum and available calcium are intimately associated 
with the solubility of potash. The exact nature ©f potash fixation 
is not definitely known, although many investigation® have shown this 
phenomenon to b© associated with the clay mineral® or colloidal fraction 
©f soils.
The fixation of potassium by mineral colloids as a result of 
alternate wetting and drying of soils, has been demonstrated by many 
workers (25,1^,9,18,15,5). A mechanism of fixation by drying soils, in 
which the size of the ion and the contraction of the variable lattice 
of the montmorillonitic clay are important contributing factor®, was 
proposed by Page and Barer (18). They found that the ionic size® close 
to the size of certain free spaces within the lattice were closely cor­
related with susceptibility to fixation*
Hie non-exchangeable form of potassium as related to the crys­
talline clay colloids having definite lattice structure was investi­
gated by other workers (25,15)* Mineralogical studies, and chemical and 
x-r^r analyses of soils receiving potash applications over a period
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of 50 years, led Volk (23) to conclude that a portion of the added 
potassium had reacted with colloidal silicates to for® difficultly 
soluble muscovite.. In general, the effect of wetting and drying of 
soils on the fixing of potash to a non-exehangea hie form has been 
shown to be closely associated to the crystalline colloidal complex 
of the soils.
Since mm® soils exhibit a high amount of fixation while other® 
do not. It ha® been advanced that an equilibrium exists between the 
replaceable potassium and the non-replaceable form (26,2). The 
presence of a secondary material with the property of difficult re­
placement tdiieh can release potassium whenever the easily replaceable 
is lowered, or take it up as the easily replaceable potassium becomes 
too -.high has been suggested by Br#y and Debark Ĉ ) . Such an equilib­
rium is considered important in the potash economy of soils (36) ,
since it is a means of conserving added potassium by holding it in 
forms which are relatively insoluble. These forms replenish the supply 
of replaceable potassiua as it is depleted gradually by the growing 
crops.
Associated with the release of potassium from a non-replace&ble 
form is the effect of freusing and thawing investigated by Vine, Bailey, 
and Truog (7) • They worked with various clay minerals which had been 
subjected to potash fixation treatments previous to the freezing and 
thawing process. Most of the clay minerals investigated* allowed the 
release of considerable amounts of the noa-exchangeable potassium.
Lime, in many instances (17,10,20,1,6), has been demonstrated to 
have a depressing effect on the solubility of potassium. The low 
productivity of hi^-lims soils of Iowa, has been abti United in part
%
to the reteiirely low anou&ts of ©xetia&gs&bil* potass!^©. l*h© l«rw*ti~
gallons of1 A&leraar Fiorr© Cl) showed that lorn mils M ^ h  In cal- 
Clum G&r'b&n&t*: hwe HI^H pot*.rolu&*f 1 id«^ w w  -Aidh. bo doubt rocplnine 
th© «iali resi&aal effects obtained frow Bppllcatloas of potass-lorn 
fertilisere. '«©ik with snack soils bgr T^afield a»d Conner (6)» howeser* 
i^w@d tii# greatest tsaount ©f swailAtilo potsssi’sa is the preeeaee of 
lira# th^n in lie absence* fiMs was trr*# 1 ®r&ely with soil© hm$®& 
small j « w t g  of iisorgajai© material.
fa# 1 ia©~po tassium psrotiai was iawestigated ty Jenny and bhail©
Cl3) A >  sBH5g»st©d the possibility of ttierohdLologieal flaws, tion of 
potfA-. Sxsy ©©atend that ©alalia. carbonate teearpar».t©& in the soil 
liberates ndsortel. potnroiua which is turn may b© ahsorfeod by mid©- 
organisms* A stellar suggestion m s  mad© by Blugae and Purvl* (3) 
roffeed with eoastsi plain rolls of Virginia* found fixation m i
greatest in the Portsaaouih roil which ©©©tains a hlg& percentage of 
organic ©attar* Sin©© the ▼ariaiion in the of petasstea fixed
at various sampling* was so groat* they suggested a lalcarol&oio^iossl 
afctteliy factor as being largely reopoxudbl*.
Hi© off rot of different ions on the ©ojonreroloa of soluble potasste® 
to a non»sr&ll&ble form has been inrrotigaied* oos& ©a various prepare 
©©Tspieaees of Fef AX, Ca said Mg pkroephates suggested to «f©£f© and 
Kolo&ny Clh) that the K 3 ion is in roae manner responsible for the 
fixation of potassium* Sheir setfc with, roils mho wed that the plot 
reeelrliig ©eld phosphate sloe*-. * fixed the htggbest quantity of potaftela*. 
On the other hand* the soil® Ttfoioh received maxsmX sppXlcoticms of KOI 
or SOI / aai4 phosphate fixed the least*
She possibility of tho alumina® ion affecting the fixation of
5
potasslua was studied by folk (2*4). %■ resowing the free alumina from
various clays and minerals, the ability to fix potaeeium m s  decreased. 
% o a  replacement of this alumina the fixing power was restored, wMeh 
demonstrated that the aluminum Ion may play a part in the availa M  11 ty 
of potassium.
A r@la.tioa existing between the availability of potassium and the 
exchange capacity of soils m s  found by many workers (l2,23,I5#l6). An 
equivalence between potash fixation and decrease in exchange capacity 
wss found by fmog and Jones {23). A decrease in exchange capacity with 
potassium fixation was also noted by Jeff® and Levene j£l6), but no 
equivalence was Indicated. Contrary to these views. Wood and BeTmfc 
(26) reported an increase in exchange edacity as a result of soluble 
potash reverting to a no replaceable form.
Available potassium in Maryland soil® was investigated by fhomas 
and Willi sms (a 2), using both quantitative and rapid chemical methods.
A good agreement was found between exchangeable potassium and that 
determined by the rapid soil test. She influence of fertilizer treatments 
on the exchangeable potassium of some Maryland soils was studied by 
Thomas and Sehneler <2l). Their result® indicate that the heavier soil# 
were able to hold considerable amounts of exchangeable potassium while 
li^dt textured soils retained mailer amounts. This was attributed 
to the low exchange capacity of the lighter soils. The effect of other 
ions on the retention of available potash was not considered in their 
work, nor was the effect of potash applications on other exchangeable 
cations of the sorption complex investigated.
According to the literature, it i® conclusive that the availability 
of potassium in soil® varies as a result of different existing soil 
conditions. Alternate wetting and drying of soils has been used to
6
fix potassium to a noa-replaee&fele fom. f M s  process is directly 
associated with the crystalline colloids or inorganic phase of soils. 
That the exchangeable and non'-oxehange&hle forms of potassium exist 
in @<fuilibrii» with one another is also postulated. It is suggested 
that one for® supplies the other depending on the amount of soluble 
potassium present, different ions haw© been associated with the fixing 
of available potash. 1?he PG^ ion, calcium. and free alumina have all 
bedn investigated as possible factors affecting available potassium, 
fh© investigators, however, did not consider the relation of these ions 
to on© another as they affect the fertility level of soils.
procedure
The effect of phosphoru.8 and lime on the availability of potassium 
was studi©d in this investigation. Various applications of superpho®~ 
phate, ground 11a©stone and muriate of potash were made on different 
soils in the state, and the response was measured in crop yields.
Following the field i rives ti gat ions, soil samples were secured fro® some 
of the plots on the various soils used in the study. These were taken 
into the laboratory and the exchangeable calcium, magnesium, potassium 
and hydrogen were determined. The rapid soil tests developed at Maryland 
(22) were also used to estimate the amounts of the different available 
elements in these samples.
Plots were established in the spring of on 13 cooperating
farms located in various parts of the state. An attempt was made to 
get as large a variety as possible of representative soil types. Table
1 give© the location and soil type of each farm. In order to study the 
effect of phosphorus on the solubility of potassium, various applications 
of different ratios of phosphoric add and potash, as shown in Tables
2 and 3, were applied broadcast on the surface of the plowed ©oil and 
then were thoroughly worked in by discing. Phosphorus was applied as 
superphosphate (20^), and potassiiai was supplied as muriate of potash 
(60$). A mixture of minor elements m s  applied to e&eh soil to see if 
any of the trace element© mi^it be a limiting factor in plant growth,
This mixture, prepared by the Research Foundation, Inc., Sew York, M.Y., 
included a total of Sh dement© all of which had been found in plant 
life in minute quantities. Com, with the exception of one crop of 
tomatoes, was grown on these plots the first season. In the fall of 
l^bO, following the harvesting of the com crop, a second application
s
of the same amount and ratio of phosphoric .acid and potash as given 
in fables b and 5. was applied to each plot prior to the preparation 
of the seed bed for small grain, Barley or wheat was feen planted and 
the yields were secured the following simmer of 19^1.
In order to study the effect of both phosphorus and calcium on 
the availability of potassium, additional sets of plots were estab­
lished on three of the fame In the spring of 19^1, Similar amounts 
and ratios of phosphoric acid and peta^i were applied to these plots 
in triplicate, and la addition some of them received applications of 
ground limestone, treatments of the minor element mixture were also 
made on these farms, the amounts of these explications are shown in 
tables 6 and J. On Farm So. &~B, the fertilizer was thoroughly worked 
into the plowed soil by discing, and the plots were planted to com.
The f ertilizer on the other farms was applied on the surface of the
soil and then plowed under, C o m  was planted on Farm So, 2-B and*■
soybeans were pleated on Farm Mo, 13*
The results of the field tests are given in Tables 2,3»^»5»& 
and 7* Tables 2 and 3 give the 19^0 yields of tomatoes and corn.
The barley and wheat yields of IShl are found in fables h and 5*
Table® 6 and 7 give th© com and soybean yield© for the plots on the 
farms receiving phosphoric acid, potash, and lime* Com yields are 
reported in bushels ©f dry shelled com (15$ moisture) per acre, 
tomatoes are expressed in tons per acre, soybeans are reported in 
bushel® of dry beans per acre* and wheat and barley are given in bushels 
of dry grain per acre* Straw yields are reported in tans per acre, 
Following the field investigations, representative soil samples 
were secured from some of th© plots and taken into the laboratory to 
be studied. The ©ample© were first air dried, screened and then
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thoroughly mixed. All gravel, stones and organic fractions wMct did 
not pass througfr a ten-mesh screen were discarded,
the rapid soil tests as described ty fhomsts end Williams (22) were 
used to estimate -the soluble calcium, a^sesim, phosphorus, potassium, 
nitrates, ammonia, iron., aluminum, manganese, chlorine, carbonates, and 
sulfates, She pH value was obtained by the us© of a Bec&m&s pM, me tear 
(gl&ss electrode) on a J/S eoll/eater mixture,
3tahamgeable calcium, magnesium and potassium were determined on 
the leachate obtained by extracting 100 grams of ten-mesh soil with 600 
ml. of normal neutral ammonium acetate, fhle extract was evaporated to 
dxyneee mid th© organic matter was destroyed with apim regia. After 
removing the iron and aluminum with ammonia, th© leachate was them mad© 
mp to a definite volume, From this leachate calcium was determined by 
precipitating as th© oxalate and titrating against standard potassium 
permanganate (8). 1?he magnesium m s  precipitated with 8-hardroaQrqninollne 
mod titrated against standard potassium pera&ngaa&t© (S). Potassium 
was precipitated as the oohaltin!trite and titrated against standard 
potassium permanganate (if), llxeha&geable hydrogen was extracted from 
a separate charge of soil using normal neutral ammonium acetate. TMs 
m s  done in a closed system to ©Isminate any possible change in the pH 
▼aim© of the extracting solution* After the soil was extracted, an 
aliquot of the leachate was titrated with standard sodium hydroxide 
using a Beckman pH meter. Sssh&ageab1© hydrogen m s  calculated from the 
amount of base necessary to bring th© leachate back to the neutral 
point.
The results from the determinations of exchangeable calcium, 
magnesium, potassium and hydrogen a re given in tables S and 11, These
io
are eapreseed %n uilllequlv&leats (s.a.) per 100 pg»s of soil. fhis 
enaA3.ee one to compare the of one elenaat with another. Since
these four elseients make up the greater portion of the cation exchange 
of Maryland soils, a column giving the total is found on eeeh table.
ifi© resulto of the repld mil tests are reported In fables 13 and 
lh. Si see the soils contained no chlorine* «il fates or carbonates, 
these ion® ar# omitted fmm the iftbXeo. Th® gtm&m-tB of the rmrlous lone 
are aot ea$»reseed ottatilatifdf, eke« are only estimates. Ibf 
this symbols are used to mprmnmt the relative amounts of the
available To obtain an average for triplicate result®, a
amorical value was given to each symbol and an average m s  thereby 
calculated. Th® following meonim#® m m  given to ©ash symbol t
• Mom®
/ fteteetahl* 
f Tory small aaomt 
1 ttall amount 
H Medium amount 
K U g h  gamut 
% Tesy M g h  m m m %
.Although the data are more or less self explanatory, the following 
discussion is given to emphasise the points of greatest importance. For 
convenience the discussion of the data is divided into too headings, the 
Field Bata and the I»®feoratory Bata* The Field Bata include the crop 
yields obtained from the fertiliser investigations with plots located 
on 13 farms throu^i-out th© state* Th© yields are dieeueeed with reference 
to the response of crops to various treatments of potash as affected 
fey amendments of plio sphoruo and lime* The- Iiafeoratory Bata include the 
results from the chemical analyses made on soil samples taken from some 
of the plots of the field investigation* These data show the effect 
of the fertiliser treatments on the amount of exchangeable potassium 
and other cations held fey th© exchange complex of th© soils used in 
this study.
Field Bata:
Tables 2 and 3 give the tomato and corn yields for 19H1. 
yields of tomatoes (Table 2) were significantly better from the 100,
200, bOO and 500 pound treatments of potash when compared to the cheek 
plot Bo. 13* Bqaally as good & yield m s  obtained from Plot 11 which 
received §00 pounds each of 2^0 and In general, th© soil in these
plot® showed a definite response to potash a® ^expressed in both theI
yield and quality of tomatoes. Sine© tomatoes are heavy feeder® on 
potassium, one might expect a large percentage of the potash applied 
os plots lb, 15*16 and 17 to fee held in the exchangeable form* Sepiae®~ 
ahle potassium In a Sassafras sandy loam was found %  Hester and Shelton 
(11) to- fee b. good , index of th© potassium available to tomatoes.
The corn yields of Tafel© 3 show no significant increase above the 
check plots as a result of potash fertilisation alone. Farm Ho. 2-A
is an exception and show a definite release to potassium. The hipest 
yields for each fam are usually associated with combination tmtasati 
of phosphorus ©ad potash. Ike average of the com yields la Table 3 
show no significant difference between plots. One can assume fro® 
these results that an adequate level of plant nutrients is necessary 
for good crop production, and it is difficult to measure the influence 
of a single element by means of crop yields.
The minor element treatment of l^O pounds per acre on plot 12 when 
compared to plot 6 of fable 2 showed a marked increase in the yield of 
tomatoes on Farm Ho. 1-&. Hie com yields in fable 3 Indicated ir­
regular responses from the trace dements, yarns Ho. 5 and j agde 
noticeable increases above the yields of plot 6. The minor dement 
treatment on th© majority of th© farms growing corn showed little- increase 
in yield, fhe response of tomatoes was, however, significant although 
the yields were not as large as some of the heavy potash treatments.
The l$Hl barley and wheat yields obtained from the second application 
of phosphoric acid and potash, as given in fables h and %  indicate 
responses similar to the com yields of fable 3. The extremely poor 
yields obtained from far® Ip. 1-B is attributed primarily to 1st® 
planting and a poor stand. So one treatment gave consistently high 
results with all farms, la general, the larger yields for most farms 
were obtained from treatments of both phosphorus end potash or fro© 
phosphorus alone. The averages for th© barley and wheat yields- also 
show the same effect. This leads one to believe- that superphosphate 
and sometimes potash corrected the limiting factors in the growth of 
the small grain crops.
Tables 8 and J give the yields of Cora and soybeans fro© plots 
receiving phosphorus, potash, lime and th© minor element mixture, Th©
13
fertiliser on Farm Mo. 6-3 was disced into the ©mrfs.ee of the plowed 
soil, -while the fertiliser on Farm Mo. 2-3 was plowed under, There 
were no indications of salt injury since the yields were larger on 
Farsi So. o-S. A response with com was not obtained from all lime 
treatments, However, the largest yields for each faim was obtained 
from a treatment of equal quantities of phosphorus and potash, and two 
tons of limestone, Th© com crops on both fame were affected 
drought, and lack of moisture may hare been a limiting factor in crop 
growth. The effect of the minor dement treatments produced im notice­
able increase in the crop yields. Soybeans in every instance (Table 
7) responded to the spplication of limestone* th® largest average 
yield of beans m s  obtained from sa application.of 100 pounds of
P 0 , 5®G pounds of K 0 and two tons of ground limestode. From these2 5  2
data, a sufficient of available potaeeiua and ealcius appear to be 
very- essential in the production of a legume, such as soybeans.
The field data, in general, do not show a decided response of 
crops to potash treatments ©lone. The results demonstrate the necessity 
of a sufficient level of required nutrients for good crop production.
A deficient element say be a limiting factor in many Instances* but this 
deficiency may be caused £n part, by the excess of another element -dsdch 
may affect its availability im the soil, Ihus, in attempting to restore 
fertility of a soil, an inventory should be mad© of the nutrient supply, 
Beficiemt elements must be supplied in sufficient quantities, but not 
to am excsss as to cause them to be a limiting factor in the availability 
of another. 
laboratory Bata;
13b© amounts of exchangeable calelwaa, magnesium, potassium and by-
Ik
drogen in the soils receiving phosphoric acid and potash treatment© are 
given in 'Table 3. Th© effect of these treatments on th® exehangoable 
calcium can be seen by compering the values with the tatreated plot 13. 
Superphosph&te increased, in most instances, th® exchangeable calcium.
Mo doubt this was supplied from the esictu* contained in soperphosphat©• 
Potash alone, plot 17, showed a depressing effect on the exchangeable 
calcium as a result of th® displacing power of th© potassium ion. Th © 
effect of on© counterbalances the effect of th© other to some extent 
when both superphosphate and potash are applied. Th© importance of 
calcium in the exchange complex of ©oil® is demonstrated in Table 9.
In most of these soils, this element occupies from 50$ to 60$ of th® 
■sorption complex.
The most notiea&hl© effect of these fertiliser treatments on the
exchangeable &agne*iurn is found with plot 11 which received on most
farms, a total of 1000 pounds each of Po0_ end 1 0 . In many instances
the amount of exchangeahle magnesium was decreased over 50$ when com*
pared to the check plot 13. This loss of magnesium was not as large
on plat 17 which received, usually, a total of 1000 pounds of K ©*
2.
These data indicate that the calcium of superphosphate when applied 
is* addition to heavy applications of potash caused a decrease in the 
exchangeable magnesium.* This exemplifies the displacing power of hl^h 
applications of fertilisers and th® possible depletion of this essential 
element when proper amendments of magnesia or dolomite are not made.
The variation of exc&ange&ble hydrogen with different treatments 
for each soil was not consistent. There was no definite correlation 
between th© exchangeable hydrogen and amount of potass!'® made available, 
hydrogen in many of the soils occupied a large portion of the exchange
15
complex* ive sfe® in fshl© 9, values for the iso re acid eoile rented 
from to 43 percent to 13 and SO percent In fell® %®m aeid soils*
©etaeelisa In glfm in f©M® 10 in pounds of 1 0  nor2
acre. fh# «ff«cl of ©uporphosjphafe# additions alone, plot f, can he eeea 
"bar eosqp&ring it with cheek plot 13, th^erphosphate ifim applied @lon© 
showed little effect an the fsornt of ©achangeabl© poteeslttti in the soil© 
©a th m m  farm#, fEemver, ©a 1 Fame U,$vso& 10, there wm.m a decrease in 
the mmwkt of this enshan&e&bl© ion, Of particular internet 1© the 
eoisp&rim n  of plot 11 with plot !?• Plot 11 which received a total of 
XOCDiJOundss each of and K^O has, in every 0011, lees eanhange&hXe
potassium than plot 17 lidet received only the 1000 pounds of 1 0  * Ihds 
indicate® th® posfcibiXity ©f a eossersioa of ooluhl# potash to a non- 
CKeh®*^o&hte form in some of the noils in this study* B*e date in faMt 
10 also include th# percent of th© potash in each spplieafelon that m e  
aheerhed %  th© mzmhrng® complex of the#© soils* this calculation did 
not consider the differences la crop yield as a fee ter affecting the per­
cent of th# applied potassium that m s  efcacrfced. fhe percentages were 
efctslnad In the following manner*
Fcnnd® of shocdiaaffeeftle - Founds of eEmehangeahiXe X ©
X .0 fomd in cheek lOot XJ 2
    — --*— ---— Z f of sppl i Xj§
Found© of X © supplied In the fertiliser treatment absorbeda
In naagr instances, only 5© to 7© percent of th# applied potassium was 
absorbed by the nolle whteh received 100© pounds each of .? © and 1 0 *
2 5 2
Hie oversee percent values for elgbrt of the farm© In fable 10 show almost 
a complete recovery of the potash applied alone on plot 17, fhil© only
16
JO per ctat was absorbed by the exchange complex of the soil in plot
11. A similar effect m s  produced by a comparable treatment on plot 
S. Superphosphate which was supplemented with potash in these treat-* 
meats, appears to have a depressing effect on the sorption sf the potassturn* 
This is in agreement with the findings of Jeffs and Xhlodny who
associate the 16 ion with the fixation of notaesia®. The extent to
h
this decrease in available potassium is found in different soils is
shorn by examining each fans, The soil on Farms Bo. 3 *»d b retained
the greatest portion of the applied -potash in the easehang-eable form.
fhsse soils were the IVan&stown and Montalto series raspectivsly, which
Ihave a heavy texture, The remaining soil series exhibited varying degrees 
of potash sorption as affected by ?mp®rphosphats treat®eats* Of 
particular interest are the soils on Farm© Mo. $ and 11 which retained 
& very m&Xl percentage of the applied potash as exchangeable potassium. 
This was irue both in the presence and absence of saperphoaph&t e* Hie 
soil on Farm Mo. 9 was a sandy lor® having a lo«r ©xc&iasg© cep&city, and 
the soil on Fans Bo. 11 had its exchange complex highly saturated with 
cslcitaa and magnesium* These asy have been the limiting factor© causing 
the low percentage of absorbed po tassium*
The combined effects of phosphorus and calcium on the availability 
of potassium are given in Table© 11 and 12. The average© of the ex­
changeable data. Table 11 (Cent.) * show that the amount. © of exchange­
able e&leium and magnesium were increased as a result of limestone 
additions* There was also a corresponding decrease in the exchange- 
able hydrogen. This is to be expected ©inc.® calcium and magnesium could 
enter the exchange complex to displace the exchangeable hydrogen* The 
effect of these treatments on the exchangeable potassium, la Table 12,
is Tesy similar to some of the results -given in fable S. Since all of
the applied potash was not recovered as exchangeable potassium on the
majority of the clots receiving 500 oounds of X 0, it is suggested that2
a part of the soluble potassium In these treatments had been converted 
to & no»-r eg>lac©able or fixed fox®. this is vsiy true with the limed 
plots on soils haring a. comparatively low percentage of exchangeable 
hydrogen (fable 12). On Farm lb. 1 3, the lime m s  apparently active 
in displacing the exchangeable hydrogen of the complex rather than 
catering into a fixation reaction with soluble potassium as postulated 
by some Investigators (1,6,20),
The effect of the minor element treatments on the exchangeable 
cations of these three soils is shown in fable 11. The plot receiving 
the minor element mixture when compared to a check plot, produced no 
differences in the amount amount and proportions of the replaceable ©lament 
She us© of the rapid soil tests as a means of Indexing the supply 
of available ions is given in fables 13 and lb. These tests for avail­
able calcium, magnesium, and potassium agree very well with, the ex­
changeable data. The pH values when compared to the percent of the «a&* 
change complex occupied by hydrogen indicate some agreement* fhe amomxt 
of available phosphorus m s  not determined la this study by a quantitative 
method, but the rapid method has been shorn by Thomas and Williams (22) 
to give a good indication of the amount of this element, la general, 
the rapid soil tests give a good indication of the available potassium 
and other elements absorbed by the exchange complex of the soils used in 
this investigation*
From a practical standpoint, this investigation demonstrates the 
necessity of providing & sufficient amount of available plant nutrients
1#
for the maintenance of a fertile soil* Th® amount of available 
potassium in this study varied with different soils and different fertili­
ser treatments. An application of §00 pounds each of P 0 and X 02 5 2
lowered the amount of exchangeable sagnesim. fo prevent a magnesium 
deficiency* as a result of heavy fertilisation, soluble magnesia 
amendments should be made. fhis sane fertiliser treatment decreased 
the percent of applied potassium absorbed by the complex of most of 
the soils studied. Whm superpha^hats is needed by these soils., extra 
potash suet be applied in order to compensate for the. potassium that 
will be Converted to a non-exchangeable for©, him® should be supplied 
in sufficient Quantities to neutralise soil acidity end to correct a 
calcium deficiency, Am excess, however, may affect the availability 
of potassium* In general, a soil analysis should be made to detect 
deficient elements, and these tests mast be supplemented with a fertili­


































Hagers tom-Washingt on Co.
Spenceznrille-'Montgaaery Co.
Sassafras Silt Loam (Butlertown) 
Sassafras Silt Loam (Butlertown) 
Sassafras Silt Loam 
Sassafras Silt Loam 
Franksto'Kn Silt Loam 




Manor Gravelly Loam 
Manor Loam (Glenelg)
Keyport Sandy Loam 
Chester Loam 
Ash© Loam (Myersville) 
Hagerstown Silt Loam 
Sassafras Fine Sandy Loam
a)
TABLE 2* The 1340 Yield of Tomatoes Obtained from Cooperative 
Farm Plots Eeceiving Different Amounts of Phosphoric 
Acid, Potash and Minor Element Mixture*
Fertilizer Treatment











1 160 ■r-- ——w,
Tons
7.85
Z 160 100 --- 6*98
5 160 200 --- 9*52
1 160 400 _— 7.87
5 500 --- — ~ 8.90
6 70 SO — 4*54
7 80 — --- 5*40
8 SO 100 — 7.91
3 80 200 5.45
10 80 400 — — 8.25
11 500 500 — 10*57
12 70 SO 150 8.87
IS --- -— --- 6.91
14 --- JGO --- 11.75
IS .— ~ 200 --- 9*49
16 --- 400 --- 9.49
17 500 — — 10.76
TABLE 5. The 1940 fields of Com Obtained from the Cooperative Farm Hots Eeceiving Different Amounts of
Phosphoric Acid, Potash and Minor Element Mixture.
Fertiliser Treatment C o m  Helds in Bushels Shelled C « m  per Acre by Farm lumbers
mu imi* iiin.nw '■! >*m .h imhih
Minor
him — ii •.«>. m.nwi
H o t P 0 1 0 Element
No. 2 5 2 Mixture 1-B 2~A 5 4 5 7
fto. Du. Bn. Btt. 8u. Bu.
1 160 — 71,5 ©.9 67.4 68.0 65.2 80.0
2 160 100 _ 48.8 58.9 67.4 66.1 75.2 74.6
5 160 200 72.8 61.0 62.2 72.6 65.6 58.1
4 160 400 — - 67.9 66.5 70.5 67.8 51.8 66.2
5 500 — 72.8 60.7 65.4 62.6 59.9 68.9
6 70 50 *"***— 79.S 51.8 75.6 59.5 49.6 65.8
7 80 i iw 82.8 55.4 76.8 55.2 75.7 72.6
S 80 100 55.1 69.2 67.4 56.4 66.S 65.8
9 80 200 45.5 68.6 64.2 66.5 71.4 51.6
10 80 400 • ---- 51.0 51.8 65.8 72.0 54.0 55.9
11 500 500 40.5 65.7 Wt *1 66.9 64.5 67.5
12 70 50 150 65.8 55.4 68.7 62.8 61.6 75.2
15 a N M w * mrnvm-mm 74.6 59.2 72.7 47.5 66.1 68.9
14 mumi m 100 67.9 52.7 61.4 58.0 71.9 72.2
IS — * .200 — 70.9 61.0 75.9 70.0 58.0 54.5
16 mm*. i n 400 70.9 54 a 69.9 65.9 66.1 so.s
17 — 500 65.6 14.8 68.7 61.7 52.2 62.1
c*
TABLE 5 (Gout*)* The 1940 Yields of Corn Obtained from the Cooperative Farm Plots Keceiving Different Amounts
of Phosphoric Acid, Potash and Minor Element Mixture.
Fertiliser Treatment 
-Bomids~per~Ac£&~-— — C o m  Yields Bushels of Shelled C o m  per Acre by Farm lumbers.
Plot P~0. I 0
Minor
Element
No. K 5 2 Mixture 8 9____ 10 11 IZ__________ Average
Bu. Bu. Bu. Bu. Bu. Bu.
1 160 _ 65.1 49.8 78.0 36.8 22.5 64.1
2 160 100 — 55.0 56.2 71.6 68.5 27.6 60.5
$ 160 200 49.5 51.2 69.0 67.9 17.5 58.8
4 160 400 m <i*ii mm 48.8 44.9 80.1 66.8 29.1 60.0
5 SGQ — — 47.8 46.9 90.7 68.6 $1.9 59.6
6 70 SO — 49.6 42.2 87.5 86.5 26.5 61.1
7 80 _ _ 57.2 a.e 75.0 79.9 25.5 65.7
8 80 100 60.6 48.6 71.1 72.0 28.1 57.7
9 80 200 - — 44.9 52.6 71.4 65.4 16*9 58.1
10 80 400 — —* 59.1 46.5 75*5 67.1 26.6 56*8
11 500 500 ------- 56.9 42.2 89.9 61.7 51,5 59.2
12 70 50 ISO 48.9 42.6 75.5 89.1 25.1 60.8
IS 47.8 51.6 69.2 85.5 24.0 60.8
14 _ 100 „ 58.4 45.9 — — 85.8 52.6 59.9
IS _ 200 • — 66.8 50.5 71.4 75.8 24.4 61.5
16 _ 400 _ 56.7 45.8 74.0 85.5 27.0 60,0
17 * — 500 55.4 55.0 76.8 84,4 29.6 58.7
K
TABLE! 4. The 1941 Xields of Barley Obtained from the Cooperative Farm Plots Receiving the Second Application
of Phosphoric Acid and Potash.
aim IIW1 WM m*m<m 'in rnw
Fertilizer Treatment
Plot Pounds Ber Acre Barley Xields Per Acre by Farm Numbers




Z Farm Ho. 5 Farm Ho. 10* Average
Bu. Tons Bu. Tons Bu. Tons
Grain Straw Grain Straw Grain Straw
1 ISO 54.6 0.88 45.0 1.15 59.8 1.00
2 160 100 51,5 0.88 57.1 0.90 54.5 0.89
5 160 200 27.7 0.76 56.5 0.94 52.1 0.85
4 160 400 26.9 0.85 45.4 1.17 56.1 1.00
S 5QG -— 55.5 0.85 54.2 1.45 45.9 1.14
7 80 «■«... 50.8 0.88 55.8 0.67 52.5 0.75
8 80 100 27.7 0.77 59.0 0.78 55.4 0.78
9 80 200 *1*8 0.99 41.5 0.89 56.5 0.94
10 80 400 27.9 0.82 45.5 1.00 55.7 0.91
11 500 500 52.5 1.10 45.6 1.11 59.1 1.11
IS — ,.., 25.8 0.75 42.1 1.02 54.0 0.39
14 — 100 58.5 1.21 59.0 0.96 58.8 1.09
15 _ 200 52.6 0.85 46.9 1.12 59.8 0.99
16 — 400 20.6 0.71 42.5 1.05 , 51.6 0.88
17 _ 500 51.5 0.98 47.1 1.40 59.5 1.19
* Plots on this farm did not receive the second application of fertilizer.
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TABU $, the 1941 Held® of Wheat Obtained from the Cooperative Farm Plots Beceiving the Second Application
of Phosphoric Acid and Potash.
Fertiliser Treatment
Pounds Per Acre Wheat fields Per Acre by Farm lumbers
riot
Bo. P 0 I 0 F a m  Mo. 1-B Farm Mo, 2-A Farm Mo, 4 Farm Mo. 5
t § z
iUi W ■ ■ Ml Ml' *f
S'*!. Tons s&. Tens bu. Tons Bu, Tons
Grain Straw Grain Straw Grain Straw Grain Straw
1 ISO W . T 1 T G.7 0,58 21,5 0.94 51.2 1.41 20,5 1,55
Z 160 100 5.2 0.55 22.5 0,99 50.5 1.52 22,8 1,29
$ 160 200 7.2 0.57 19.2 0.94 57.5 l.$5 26.8 1,52
4 160 400 6.5 0.41 22.8 1.02 5S.7 1.85 22,8 1,46
S $00 — 10.2 0.85 21.0 1.0$ 50.5 1,55 50.5 1.47
7 80 -rr-r-rr 8.7 0,$0 24.5 1.15 59,2 1,59 17,8 1,17
8 80 100 6.8 0.46 25.3 1,07 54.0 1.48 17,5 1.07
9 80 200 6.0 0.52 26.5 1.58 54,5 1,55 15.0 1.04
10 80 400 8.2 0.58 19,8 1.05 50.7 1,56 20.7 1,52
11 500 500 9.8 0.45 19.7 1.0? 50*5 1.51 18.5 1.17
15 i mu ----- r 9.5 0,66 22.5 1.19 22,2 0.99 18.0 1.25
14 100 11,0 0.70 22.8 1,14 • 28.2 1*12 20*5 0.68
15 200 11,0 0.78 22.2 1.06 29.$ 1,28 18. S 1,52
lb _ 400 15,5 0.89 21.8 1.16 23.2 ,1.16 18.7 1.00
17 - — 500 10.2 0.65 27,0 1,50 25.7.. 1.31 22.5 1,54
TABLE S (Coast.) The 1941 Helds of Wheat Obtained from the Cooperative Farm Plots Receiving the Second







Wheat fields Per Acre by Para, imfeers
P 0 
2 S Fata ho. 6-A Fa m  ho. 7 Farm Ho. 8 Average
Bn. Tone Bn. Tons Bu. Tens Bu. Tons
Grain Straw Grain Straw Grain Straw Grain Straw
1 160 „nr — 26.5 1.07 46.5 2.14 45.5 2.56 26.5 1.41
2 160 100 51.5 1.6S 41.5 2.10 52.8 1.68 26.6 1.55
5 160 200 24*0 1.55 51.8 1.75 14.9 0.86 25.0 1.19
4 160 400 27.0 1.18 29.8 1.42 20.7 0.85 25.6 1.12
S 500 28.2 1.27 42.5 1.85 55.8 1.50 28.0 1.29
7 80 24.5 1.12 25.2 2.95 44.2 2.10 26.0 1.51
8 80 100 28.2 1.29 52.5 1.84 40.0 2.09 26.1 1.58
9 SO 200 22.5 1.00 51.0 1.70 24.8 1.11 22.9 1.17
10 80 400 22.0 i.ca 29.2 1.58 22.8 0.17 21.9 1.06
11 500 500 26.0 1.56 40. S 1.94 50.5 1.16 25.1 1.21
IS ___ 24.0 1.04 58.2 1.77 27.8 1.55 85.1 1.20
14 100 22.5 1.45 57.0 1.85 51.5 1.72 24.7 1.24
15 mmmmmm 200 50.8 1.50 50.5 1.75 20.0 0.96 25.2 1.21
16 400 17.5 0.76 27.0 1.27 18.7 0.81 20.7 1.08
17 500 22.0 1.02 27.2 1.29 a s 0.80 22.1 1.07
TAB,IE 6, The 1941 Yields of Corn Obtained frea Cooperative Farm Plots Receiving Different Aaomits Of
Phosphoric Acid, Potash, Lime mid Minor Element Mist are*
Fertilizer Treatment Yields Given in Bushels Shelled C o m  Per Acre
________ EsfflJejJfcL________________JsmJbuJt*________
P 0 1 0  Ground Plot Cora Plot Corn Plot Corn Average Plot Cora Plot §ora Plot Corn Average
® ® 2 Llgjestone Ho# Bu# ho# Bu# No. Du* Bu# No# Bu# No. Bu# No# Bu# Bu*
---- --- 1 55*8 12 55*4 25 44*9 58.0
100 ---- 2 47*8 15 58*6 24 45.6 45*5
100 --- 4 51.7 15 49.8 26 24.7 42.1
100 100 5 54*4 14 42*7 25 40.1 45*7 1 59.8 n  51*9 21 21.0 50.9
100 100 4000 8 57.5 19 41.5 50 55.8 44.8 2 45.6 12 55.2 22 55.5 58.1
500 w „, 5 50.0 16 49*4 27 56*4 45.5
—— 500 --.-- 7 21.0 18 50.9 29 57.6 56.5
100 500 --- 5 55*9 15 59.1 25 52.7 55.2
100 500 4000 4 26.0 14 25.7 24 21.6 25.8
500 100 —.. ~~~. ----- 5 25.7 15 54.4 25 14.0 24.4
500 100 4000 6 26.2 16 25.7 26 20.8 25.6
500 500 6 48.6 17 47.4 28 56*6 45.5 7 29*4 17 24.4 27 11.8 a  *9
500 500 4000 9 81*4 20 61.0 51 44.9 SS.b 8 57*5 18 55.5 28 18.9 50.6
11 40*7 22 40.0 55 44.8 41.8
100 100 10 59*9 20 19.6 50 27.6 29.0
# This plot received in addition 400 pounds of a Minor Element Mixture#
TABLE 7. The 1941 lields of Soybeans Obtained from Cooperative F&ra Plots Receiving Different Amounts of
Phosphoric Acid, Potash, Lime and Minor Element Mixture.
Fertilizer
Treatment Held of Beans and Straw from Farm No. 15



























100 100 ---- 1 10.8 1.89 n 15.4 1.71 21 9.2 1.79 11.8 1.79
100 100 4000 Z 14*6 1.97 12 15.1 1.85 22 15.5 1.88 15.8 1.89
100 500 --- 5 15*0 1.75 B 14.0 1.64 25 12.5 1.55 15.8 1.64
100 500 4000 4 16.5 2.06 14 16.7 1.95 24 18.8 1.75 17.2 1.91
500 100 — 5 10.2 1.26 15 11.9 2.06 25 10.8 1.54 11*0 1.55
500 100 4000 6 15*0 2.11 16 15.8 2.51 26 19.2 1.86 16.2 2.09
500 500 ---- 7 10.2 1.48 17 11.5 1.95 27 18.1 1.86 15*5 1.76
500 500 4000 8 18.5 2.11 18 14.8 2.56 28 9.6 1.60 14.2 2.02
100 100 — *—.* 10 15 *i 1.45 20 6.5 1.21 50 8.1 1.59 9.2 1.41
* This treatment received in addition 400 pounds of Minor Element Mixture.
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TABLE 8. The MiHteqaivalent* of Exchangeable Calcium, Magnesium,
Potassium, and Hydrogen Pound in the Soil £ ram Cooperative 
Fan?i Plots Receiving Phosphoric Acid and Potash*
Fertiliser
Treatment The Hilliequivaients of Exchangeable Cations per 100 
Total lbs. Crams of Soil for the Respective Farm Members.
So. PgQg \ 0  Cn Mg K H Total Ca 1% X K Total
m.e. ri.e.
Farm M o. J,-B Farm Mo. 2—A
7 160 --- 4.04 0.87 0.15 2.55 7.59 4.39 0.24 0.15 1.76 S.54
8 160 200 4.01 0.90 0.50 2.25 7.44 4.00 0.62 0.30 2.15 7.07
10 160 800 S.55 0.71 1.10 2.02 7.38 3.72 0.29 0.80 2.62 7.43
11 1000 1000 4.66 0.51 0.55 2.42 7.94 4.22 0.10 0.65 2.42 7.39
IS — .— ---- S. 87 0.95 0.1S 2.21 7.18 3.52 0.71 0.15 2*08 6.46
17 -- — •1000 2.86 0.61 1.S0 2.05 6.80 5.11 0.36 1.10 1.91 6.43
Farm Mo. g Farm Mo,> 4
7 160 9.55 0.54 0.25 1.25 11.57 9 .10 2.53 0.20 1.56 13.19
8 160 200 s. at 0.47 0.50 2.55 8.81 8.60 2.57 0.80 2.58 14.15
10 160 800 4.77 0.49 1.40 5.66 10.52 7.24 2.01 1.60 2.08 12.93
11 1000 1000 6.65 0.17 1.50 4.29 12.59 8.49 1.25 1.40 2.84 15.98
IS -**-*-*■ ---- 5.48 0.48 0.25 2.45 8.66 7.88 2.45 0.40 1.75 12.46
17 1000 5.35 0.52 1.70 5.14 10.71 7.22 1.92 1.75 2.29 15.18
Farm Mo. 5 Farm Mo. 6-A
7 160 — nun 5.02 1.15 0.20 1.70 8.05 5.27 0.20 0.10 2.90 6.47
8 160 200 4.72 1.09 0.40 1.82 8.05. 3.63 0.12 0.15 3.26 7.16
10 160 800 4.58 0.92 1.05 2.02 8.57 3.25 0.15 0.70 5.50 7.60
11 1000 1000 5.99 0.64 0.95 2.59 10.17 £>. 93 0.08 0.6S 5.10 7.76
IS - -- ---- 4.55 1.06 0.20 2.59 7.95 5.76 0.24 0.10 5.45 7.55
17 — --a 1000 4.25 0.81 1.50 2.48 8.84 3.16 0.17 0.00 5.56 7.49
Fans Mo. 7 Farm CO.058
7 160 —— ... 8.15 1.45 0.15 £.47 12.20 5.89 1.14 0.15 5.08 8.26
8 160 200 7.16 1.40 0.50 2.59 11.45 4.19 1*13 0.25 2.90 8.47
10 160 800 7.49 1.15 0.75 5.50 12.67 4.33 1.06 1.10 5.11 9.60u 1000 1000 8.58 0.84 1.15 5.26 15.85 5*47 0.71 0*96 5.47 10.60
IS ---- 7.02 1.45 0.15 5.20 11.82 3.55 1.09 0.85 5.66 8*57
17 ---— 1000 8.16 1.18 0.90 2.85 15.07 3.55 0.05 1.20 2.17 7.65
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8(Conb. / • The Pdlliequivalcrits of Exchangeable Calcium,
Meries ixaa, Potassium and %drogen Fomxd in 
the Soil fro® Casparctiire Far® Plots Beceiving 
Phosphoric Acid and Potash.
Fertiliser The Milliequiwlents of Exchangeable Cations
Treatment per 100 t i n m  of Soil for the Respective












!>/• €a % X H T e M
sue,
F«ra Be , ©
7 80 .... 2.78 0.60 0.20 1.81 5 .59
8 80 100 2.61 0.81 0.20 1.97 5.59
10 80 400 2.53 0.84 0.50 1.76 5.48
11 500 500 2.58 0.55 0.20 1.26 4.59
23 •— --- 2.58 0 # 65 0.20 2*02 S.45
17 ——— 500 2.55 0.81 0.50 1.25 4.67
Farm No. 10
7 @0 7.15 0.97 0.20 2.12 10.42
0 80 100 7. IS c.ts 0.25 2.59 10.75
10 80 400 6.58 0.94 1.10 2.47 11.09
11 500 500 6.85 0.85 0.90 2.50 11.08
IS — 7.05 0.91 0.25 1.88 10.09
17 — —* 500 5.66 0.86 1.00 2.00 9.52
Far® Bo . U
7 80 ——— 8.78 1.24 0.15 1.50 11.47
8 80 100 12.45 1.85 0.15 1.78 16.29
10 80 400 10.04 1.55 0.25 1.17 IB. 01
11 500 500 8.18 1.17 0.20 0.60 10.1S
IS ~ — --- 9.16 1.01 0.15 0.65 10.95
17 — — 500 7.91 0.95 0.20 0.46 9.50
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TABLE 9. The Exchangeable Calcium* Magnesium, Potassium and Hydrogen 
Found in Soil From Plots Receiving Phosphoric Acid and 
Potash Expressed in Percent of the Total Exchange Capacity*
Fertilizer
Treatment The Percent of the Exchange Complex Occupied by the
Total lbs* Various Cations for the Respective Farm lumbers.
Per Acre.
Plot --- ---- — — --- — 1.̂1 ..in—.—! i..---- -------—
So. Fo°c t o Ca % X H Ca Mg K H
—— »— 2 5 2 & * % % * % &fb %
Farm No. 1-B Farm No.• 2—A
7 160 54.7 11.8 2.0 51.5 67.1 5.7 2.5 26.9
8 160 200 55.9 12.1 4.0 50.0 56.6 8.8 4.2 50.4
10 160 800 48.1 9.6 14.9 27.4 50.1 5.9 10.7 55.5
11 1000 1000 58.7 5.9 6.9 50.5 57.1 1.4 8.8 52.7
IB — — -- - 55.8 15.2 2.1 50.9 54.5 11.0 2.5 52.2
1? 1000 42.1 9.0 19.1 29.8 48.0 5.6 17.0 29.4
Farm No . 5 Farm No . 4
7 160 — .- 82.5 4.7 2.2 io.e 68.0 17.7 1.5 11.8
8 160 200 62. S 5.5 5.7 26.5 60.7 16.7 5.7 16.9
10 160 800 46.2 4.7 as.6 55.5 56.0 15.5 12.4 16.1n icm 1000 55*5 1.4 10.5 54.6 60.7 3.9 10.0 20.4
is ---- — 6S .5 5.5 2.9 23.5 65.2 19.7 5.2 IS.9
17 —— — 1000 50.0 4.9 15.9 29.2 54.8 14.6 15.5 17.1
Farm No.• 5 Farm Mo • 6-A
7 160 —..— 62.4 14.0 2.5 21.1 50*5 5.1 1.5 44.9
8 160 200 58.8 15.6 5.0 22.6 50.7 1.7 2.1 45.5
10 160 800 55 .4 10.7 12.5 25.6 42.3 2.0 9.2 46.0n 1OG0 1000 58.9 6.5 9.5 25.5 50.6 1.0 8.4 40.0
is -— — --- 54.5 15.0 2.5 50.0 49.8 5.2 1.5 45.7
17 -— — 1000 48.1 9.2 14.7 28.0 42.2 2.5 10.7 44.3
j?■arm Mo . 7 Farm No . 8
7 160 66.6 11.9 1.2 20.5 47.1 15.8 1.8 17.5
8 160 200 62.5 12.2 2.6 22.7 49.5 15.5 5.0 54.2
10 160 800 59.1 8.9 5.9 26.1 45.1 11.0 11.5 52.4
11 1000 1000 62*0 6.1 8.5 25.6 51.6 6.7 9.0 12.7as — «— 59.4 12.5 1.5 27.0 41.4 12.7 2.9 45.0
17 — _ 1000 62.4 9.0 6.9 21.7 45.5 12.4 15.7 28.4
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TABLE 9 (Gent.). The Exchangeable Calcium, Magnesium, Potassium 
and hydrogen Found in Soil From Plots Receiving 
Phosphoric Acid and Potash Fertiliser Expressed 




Total lbs. Per Acre
P 0 2 5 X 0z
The Percent of the Exchange Complex 








7 80 — 51.8 11.1 5.7 44.9
8 80 100 46.7 14.5 5.6 55.2
10 80 400 47.1 15.5 5.5 52.1
11 500 500 58.8 8.0 4.6 £3.6
IS — - — . 47.5 11.9 5.7 57.1
17 ----- 500 49.9 17.5 6.4 26.4
Farm Mo. 10
7 80 68.4 9.5 1.9 20.4
8 80 100 66.7 8.7 2.5 22.5
10 80 400 59.5 8.5 9.9 22.5
11 500 500 61.6 7.7 8.1 22.6
15 _ 69.9 9.0 2.5 18.6
17 — — ■ 500 59.5 9.0 10.6 21.0
Farm Mo. 11
7 80 — — 76.5 10.8 1.5 11.4
S 80 100 76.5 11.8 0.9 11.0
10 80 400 77.2 11.9 1.9 9.0
11 500 500 80.6 11.5 2.0 5.9
15 — « _ 85.7 9.2 1.4 5.7
17 500 85.. 5 9.8 2.1 4.8
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TABLE 10. The Exchangeable Potassium Expressed in Pounds of K 0 Per 
Acre and the Percent of the Applied Potash Absorbed by the 
Exchange Complex of the Soil from Cooperative Farm PJ.ots 







Pounds Per Acre- of Exchangeable-Potassium Expressed 
as 1 0  and the Percent of the Applied Potash Found 
tiein Exchange Complex.
Exchang— Applied Exchang­
eable 1L 0 ©able 
V   Absorbed
Applied" Excbsng- Applied 
KgO sable HLQ 
Absorbed K 0 Absorbed ~JZ ____ ___ _ __
IbS . % las » % lbs. %
Farm Mo. 1-B Farm So* 2 “A Farm Mo. S
7 160 141 141 TT 'I' ,- 235
a ISO 200 283 71 zm 71 471 181
io 160 800 10S6 112 75S 77 1518 155
11 1000 1000 SIS 38 612 47 1224 99
13 -- — — 141 141 —— 235
17 -- 1000 1224 108 1056 90 1601 157
Earn Mo. 4 Farm No. 5 F a m  Bei. 6-4
7 160 183 183 94 ________
8 160 200 753 188 377 95 141 24
10 ISO 300 1507 141 989 100 659 71
11 1000 1000 1518 94 895 71 612 52
13 -------- 677 — 188 ------ 94
17 — — 1000 1648 127 1224 104 755 66
F a m  Mo. 7 Farm No . 8 Average **
7 ISO 141 --- 141 — -----
8 160 200 235 71 235 0 — 80
10 160 800 70S 71 10SS 100 — ,— ica
11 1000 1000 1083 94 895 66 ------- 7©
le ------- — ----- 141 --- 235 ----- ----- * -----
17 ------- 1000 847 71 1130 90 99
Farm Bo. 9 Farm Bo. 10 Farm No. 11
7 30 188 --- 188 — — 141 — - —
8 30 100 188 0 235 0 141 0
10 80 400 285 24 loss 200 255 24
11 500 500 188 0 847 122 188 9
13 138 — 235 — - 141 —
17 — ~ 500 285 19 942 141 138 9
* An Acre depth of 6 2/3 inches of soil is assumed to weigh 
2,000,000 pounds.
** This average is for the first eight farms only.
TiiiiLfc 11, The Exchangeable Calcium, Magnesium, Potassium and Hydrogen in Soil from the Cooperative Fam 
Hots Receiving Phosphoric Acid, Potash, Lime and the Minor Element Mixture in 1941.
Fertilizer Treatment The Milliequivalents of Exchangeable Cations Per 100 Grams of Soil for the Different
Pounds Per Acre Plots on the Respective Farms.
P C K 0 Ground Plot Exchangeable Plot Exchangeable Plot Exchangeable
*  ̂ Lime- Ho. Ho. Ho.
stone Ca Mg K H Ca Mg K B Ca %  K B
— — — —— — — — — *— * —— — — —




5.86 0.41 0.28 1.12 23 3.94 0.08 0.10 1.08
500 — .— 5 6.94 0.16 0.12 0.76 16 7.51 0.06 0.14 0.98 27 5.78 0.51 0.13 2.50-- 500 7 10.82 0.61 0.41 18 6.41 0.14 0.59 0.69 29 5.18 0,69 0.64 1.9B
100 100 4000 8 10.05 0.55 0.52 — — 19 7.60 0.08 0.30 --- 50 9.63 0.64 0.16 — —
500 500 6 8.50 0.08 0.61 0.80 17 5,89 0.08 0.48 2.02 28 5.25 0.37 0.61 2.44
500 500 4000 9 8.81 0.47 0.51 — 20 7.74 0.12 0.44 — — 31 9.61 0.26 0.45.— — ---* 11 5.01 0.56 0.17 1.81 22 5.55 0.06 0.12 0.99 55 4.46 0.19 0.11 2m 94




4.15 0.41 0.21 2.52 21 5.65 0.40 0.24 2.71
100 100 4000 2 6.11 0.56 0.16 1.25 12 6.50 0.66 0.18 0.60 22 7.60 0.66 0.24 0*53
100 500 ™ 5 5.47 0.07 0.52 2.85 15 5.52 0.38 0.56 5.24 25 4.16 0.48 0.41 5.54
100 500 4000 4 6.47 0.67 0.44 — — 14 5.75 0.42 0.35 0.98 24 6.69 0.78 0.48 0.57
500 500 _ — 7 4.24 0.14 0.42 2.58 17 5.96 0.28 0.35 2.55 27 3.85 0.35 0.66 2.&
500 500 4000 8 5.65 0.24 0.54 2.17 18 5.62 0.54 0.46 1.89 28 3.66 0.58 0.35 2.C4
100 100 10 5.52 0.44 0.17 2.57 20 5.85 0.54 0.19 2.51 30 3.41 0.20 0.19 2.64




2.51 0.09 0.55 4.75 21 5.25 0.12 0.25 5.54
100 100 4000 2 5.47 0.58 0.25 2.93 12 5.55 0.08 0.29 5.27 22 4.07 0.19 0.18 2.24
100 500 --- 5 5.00 0.09 0.45 4.20 15 1.79 0.07 0.47 5.72 25 3.25 0.10 0.41 5.01
100 500 4000 4 4.68 0.42 0.55 1.19 14 5.22 0.08 0.50 4.52 24 4.95 0.36 0.39 1.12
500 500 7 2.81 0.09 0.52 5.01 17 3*06 0.05 0.45 4.65 27 2.48 0.06 0.56 3.24
500 500 4000 8 4.87 0.11 0.49 1.85 18 5.40 0.42 0.44 2.29 28 4.60 0.08 0.57 1.69
100 100 — — # 10 2.42 0.14 0.28 4.35 20 2.78 0.10 0.20 5.99 30 2.04 0.07 0.43 5.09
* This treatment received in addition 400 pounds of Minor Element Mixture.
lii-dLE 11 (Cont.). The Average amount of Exchangeable Calcium, Magnesium,
Potassium and Hydrogen in Soil fro®. the Cooperative 
Farm Plots Receiving Phosphoric Acid, Potash, hime 
and the Minor Element Mixture in 1841*
Fertilizer Treatment The Mllliequivalents of Exchangeable Cations Per 
Pounds Per Acre 100 Drams of Soil for the different Plots on the
_______ _ ______ _ _ Respective Farms*  _____   _ _____
P 0 K 0 Ground Exchan*;<&st3e2 5 Z limestone Ca % K K Total 
___sue.
Farm A©., 6—3
— — 4*72 0.20 0.18 l*(il 6.71
SOD —— — — 5.74 0.24 0.15 1.41 8.52— — 500 ~— 7.47 0.48 0.48 0.89 9.52
100 100 4000 9.09 0.42 0.26 -- — 9.77
500 500 --- 5.81 0.18 0.57 1.75 3.51500 500 4000 8.72 0.23 0.47 --- 9.47
—— --- * 4.54 0.20 0.15 1.91 6.58
Fam Bo. 2-3
100 100 _— ^ 5.91 0.50 0.21 2.52 6.94100 100 4000 6.67 0.63 0.19 0.79 8.28
XCX3 500 --- 5.72 0.51 0.36 5i&4 7.55100 500 4000 6.50 0.62 0.42 U *2 7.86
BOO 500 -- * 4.02 0.25 0.48 2.52 7.27500 500 4000 4.50 0.59 0.58 2.05 7.10
100 ICO 5.59 0.55 0.18 2.57 6.6?
Fam No. 13
100 100 2.75 0.10 0.27 4.16 7.26100 100 4000 5.70 0.22 0.24 2.85 6.99
IOC 500 _ 2.68 0.09 0.44 4.51 7.52
100 SOQ 4 ooo 4.28 0.29 0.41 1.55 6.56
500 500 —— 2.77 0.07 0.57 5.63 6.84
500 500 4000 4.96 0.20 0.50 1.94 7.60
100 100 __ 2.41 0.10 0.50 4.64 7.45
* Xhia treatment received in addition 400 pounds of Minor Element 
Mixture*
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TABLE 12. The Percent of the Exchange Compl®: Occupied by the 
Average Amounts of the Exchangeable Cations, and the 
Exchangeable Potassium Expressed in Pounds of 1 0  Per 
Acre in the Soil, from the Cooperative Fam Plots Re­
ceiving Phosphoric Acid, Pot sh and the Minor Element 
Mixture in 1941.
Fertiliser Treatment The Percent of the Exchange Complex Occupied
Pounds Per Acre by the Various Cations, and the Exchangeable
Potassium Expressed in Pounds of ILO per Acre** 
for t he Various Farm lumbers.
P 0 1 0  Orouad Exchangeable Exchangeable
limestone Calcium Ma^esium. Potassim ltydrogen
% % % % Lbs.
Farm Ho. 6—B
70.S 5.0 2.7 24.0 170
500 — --- 79.1 2.8 1.5 16.6 122
_ 500 _ 80.2 5.2 5.2 9.4 452100 100 4000 95.0 4.5 2.7 ---- 245
500 500 ---- 69*9 2.2 6.9 25.1 55?500 500 4000 92.1 5.0 4.9 — — 445










5.7 57.5 254100 100 4000 52.9 5.1 5.4 40.6 226100 500 — — 55.6 1.2 5.9 57*5 414100 500 4000 65.5 4.4 6.5 25.8 586500 500 ---- 40.5 1.0 5.4 55.1 548SCO 500 4000 65.5 2.6 6.6 25.5 471100 1GG ----* $>£•5 1.5 4.0 62.4 285
* This treatment will receive in addition 400 pounds of Minor Element Mixture




The Available ions by Rapid Soi, Tests and the pE Value of 
Soils from Cooperative Plots deceiving Treatments of Phos­
phoric Acid and Potash*
Fertilizer Treatment Available Ions by Rapid Soil Tests 
Pounds Per Acre
pT2 5 K 0 2 Ca %  A1 Fe MO MB K Mm pE Value
Farm Bo. 1-B
7 160 — —. B M T T T T T T M 5*9
8 160 200 B M T T T T T L L 5*910 160 800 L L T T T T X L 5.9
11 1000 1000 X L T T T H X L 5*5
15 --- --- M II T T T T — T L 6.0




T — X L 5.9
7 160 E X T — — — L T L 6.28 160 200 H M T — - — T M L 6.010 160 800 L X T T - T X L 6.111 1000 1000 H M T — — — H X L 5.915 --- --- L M T — — - — T L 6.017 1000 T M T
Farm Bo* 5
— — X L 6*5
7 160 --- X M - T * L T M 6.48 160 200 X x — T T L E tt 6*210 160 800 H m T L T 1* XX tf 6.011 1000 1000 X M T T — H XX M 5.715 --- B m T T — — T X 6.0
17 1000 E L T
Fam
•-**•
1 0ss — f XX M 6.1
7 160 —— XX X T T T T M M 6*48 160 200 XX X T L T T X X 6.510 160 800 X X T L T T XX M 6*511 100 1000 XX M — M T M XX M 6.4




T T XX M 6.7
7 160 — — X B T —  - — T T M 6.1
8 160 200 X H T T — T M M 6*110 160 800 B U T T — L X X 6.3
11 1000 1000 X M — T — H X M 6.215 „ _ — M H X -  — — T T L 5.6
17 _ 1000 M M T T — — X X 6*0
Farm Mo* 6-A
7 160 ---- L L T -  — — T - M 5.68 160 200 L L L T T T T X 5.610 160 800 L L T L T T H M 5*6
11 1000 1000 M L T «  - — L X M 5*5
15 — — - ---- L L L —  - — — — M 5*7
17 — ,— 1000 T L L T — - X M 5.7
5?
T^BLE IB (Cont*). 'The Available Ions by Rapid Soil Tests and the 
pH Value of Soils fra® Cooperative Farm Plots Receiving 
Treatments of Phosphoric Acid and Potash*
Fertiliser Treatment Available Ions by Rapid Soil Tests 
rounds Per Acre
« -W0* P 0 
2 $ I 0 * c* % A! F@ HO5 HB4 F K
ft*?.. -«Kl pH fa3
F a m  H© . 7
7 160 XX H T U T T T M 6.4
3 160 200 IX 33 T — M T T L M 6.4
10 160 800 XX M 1 * M - T B K s.t
11 1000 1000 XX M T - h T L X M 6.215 ------------ — — . XX H T - M T T T M 6.4




f t X M 6.4
7 160 -T-..... M u f L mm T T M s.aa 160 200 it. K T « T t L M 6.0
10 160 800 L M T - T T T X M 5.9n 1005 1000 X M « - M f E X & 5.7IB —— — , L K T - M f - T M 5.7
17 1000 T M T - — — T X M 6.1




M T L 1 T S.S8 80 100 T M M L h 1 T 1 T 5.5
10 80 400 T M 1 f M T L M T 5.2
11 500 500 T L L - M T H & T 5.5
IS —— — .— T L M M E L L M T 5.217 _ 500 f M T T 1 T M M f 5.4




T T T M 6.5
8 30 100 M it T • T - T T 1 6.S
10 80 400 X M t — L T 1 X U 6.5
11 500 500 X M — - M T B X E 6.S
IB ——— XX E 7 — T T T T k 6.6
17 500 X M T - T t — X M 6.5
7 so XX B
Farm So. 11
T mm T X M 6.7a 80 100 XX X T L — M T L 6.710 30 400 XX X T — L — T T Z. 6.3
ii SOU 500 XX X — - L — L T X 6.7
is — XX X — - X — T T L 6.9
17 -------- 500 &£ f§ - - L - T T 1 6.9
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F&SLE iH. The Available Io n s  h j Eapid Soil Tests sad th e pH Talm© of 
Solis from Cooperative F a m  Flots receiving Phosphoric Acid, 
Potash, lisa# and a Minor Kl extent Mixture, in 19*&.
Fertiliser Treatment Available loas la Soil Sainples from 
Pounds Per Acre Fam Ho, 6-3
P lo t P C 1 0  around Ca Ig U  h  » t «  t I la bHHo. 2 5 2 XdB*at- -  ’
1 B H i t  1 f * » * 5.7
12 l i f t  f S P S S  6.523 -- ----- ------ £ a * * X X _ X X 6.2
Are. M * X X X X X X X 6 .1
5 8 H X X  Ii X X  - X 6.^16 x a x x x x t x x 6.3_  500     B U S T  X X X X X 5.8
At*. It II X. X X X X X X  6 .2
29   500 —  ■ a M X % X X H X 5'i
Are. H S i X I, X X M X 6.5
Caj Mg A1 Fe ao3 P X Mm
M M X f X F f F FH M F F F F F F F
L M f F F F mm F FM f F F F F f F
S II F F X F F f
X m F F F F X F f
H m m F F F F F f
H s X F f F F F f
X E f F X X F X F
H M f » F F f X F
E M f X F F E F
m m X f X F F f
X m F F F X f F FX M f F X F F F f
X II F f F F F F F
X M F F F F F F F
H M F F X F X II F
1 M F ? F f X M FE M M F X F f 1 F
E M X F X F L M f
X H F F X F F X F
X M F F X f X X F
X M F S' F F F M FX M F i X F F X F
M M f F F f F B F
X M f F X F F T
X 1 X F F F S F F
X M F F F F F F F
falme
u
S X H F F F  F F F 7 ,3
l* 100 100 iiooo 5 5 5 5  5 I I I !loo ***** $ M f  F f  F  F F 6.S
Ave, B U F F  F     J, 0
S F X F X M F  6. S
n  n m  mn H H X X  X X i M X  6.*
a  5 »  5® —  a « » x l  x x a x 5.6Ava. 8 8 £ * Z. X  M X 6.3
9 Z B X X  !■ X X I. X 7.120 ^  x a x x i. x I, 1. x 6.8500 500 4000  M X X X X X K X 7.0
atb. x a x x x x x x x  7.0
u  a a x x x x x x x 6. 5
22 ,  x a x x x x _ x x 6.g33 x a x x x x x x x  6.U
Ave. X a X X X X X X X  6.8
• This treatment reeeired in addition MOO pounds of th e Minor STL ament
Mistnr#,
SA3&2 lU (Oont.). Tbe Available Ions by Bapid Soil Tests sad the pH
Talue of Soil© from Cooperative fara Plots Heceiviag 
Phosphoric Acid, P© t&sfe# M m ©  and a Minor HI ©meat 
Mixture in 1§%1.
fertiliser Treatment Available Ions in Soil Samples from 
  Founds.Ppr_Aere_ _________ ..__ ____ Farm Bo. 2-B  _________m
Plot *205 SgO Ground Ca Limestone X«
A1
1 1 M 1
11 1 X L
21 100 100 -— — 1 L 1
Ave. L M 1.
2 X X X
12







Ave. m X X
3 % M L
13 L X L23 100 §00 —— « L 1
Ave. X* m L
X M X
1% a X *2% 100 §00 too© X X X
Ave. X X f
? 1 X X
l? M X £** f
27 300 §00 X 1Ave. X M 1
g L M f





Ave. X m t
10 L m20 X M 1
30 100 100 1* XAve. 1* X It
He HD- m  P E Ma pH 
____________ ?El8i_
X f X X X L 5.6f X L X f It §.s
X L 1 X I* I. 5.6
X X It X X It 5*7
X X X X X X 6.2
* It X f f 4- 6.3
* H It X L X 6.1
X It X X f X 6,3
* X X X L H 5*5
X X L X It It
X 1 I* X M % 5.6
X X 1 X 1 % 5.5
X X *» X M 4- 6.6
f X X L 1 6.%
X M X X II X 6.§
f i* X f H X 6.5
X i X X M X §.6
X X It X L It §.6
X X It X X X 5.5X L % X H X §.I
X L X It X §*TX M X % M L S.©
X i. X X M 4- 5.9X i X X M X 5.9
X % M* X X X 5.5X u 1 It 1 It 5.1X % L „ 1 X 5-5f % X X L f 5*5
• This treatment received in addition too pounds of tbe Minor Hasent 
Mixture.
kb
TABUS (G o a t.). Th© A vailable Ions hjf Rapid Soil Tests and the pH
Value o f Soils from Cooperative Fam P lo ts  Receiving 
Phosphoric Acid, Potash, Lime and a Minor KLement 
M ixture in  19^1.
F e r t ilis e r  Treatment A vailable Ions in  S o il Samples from 
Founds Per Acre Fam Ho. 13
P lo t VJ>e Eo0 Ground Ca Mg A1 Fe BO, f f i ,  F I Ma pH






II 100 100 1(000
Ave.
3
|3 ioo 500 ------
Ave.
k
||J 100 500 Uooo
Ave.
T







F F H L L M L F h.b
F f a 1 1 M F L F k,j
L % IS L F L F F F k.$
F F H 1 I* X F L F k.S
1 L H f H F £ 4 . 5.0L L H L f H F L F 5.1M L I* f i H F F F 5.^1 L M f L L F F F 5.a
1 * H L M L M F k.uT f H L F IS «. M F h.b
L L L F L II F M L 5.11 F M L 1 II -f- M F £.9
1 M 1 $ M F F L F 5.6L L 1 F L M F M F 5.0H M F f M L F L 4 . 5.6
L M 1 F M 1 £ I* F 5.^
F F H F L h L I» F 5.0
L L H f 1 L F M F 4.9
F F H T M h F L F ^.9F f E f L L F L F M
m L M F L M F M F 5.6m M L F L II F M F 5.3m II M F M F L M -jT 5.4
u M H F 1 L F II T 5.^
F 1* H % F M F L % 5.09 F H L F 1 .. F F **.7
f f H L F IS F L L ^.79 F H L F M f L F U.S
•  This treatment received in  addition kOO pounds of the Minor 331 ament 
M ixture.
reepoae© of crops to various sgpplieatlons #f potash, super* 
phosphate, ll@e sad a minor eleeiefit mixture m e  observed or some repre­
sentative sail *e?lee of the state* Soil samples frost some of these
tr@a,ts0a%© were taken into thm X&horatoigr to siudgr the availability of 
pehasslws a# it was affected tgr the od&itloxi of ather el entente* fix# 
nmtptm ■wm-’B analysed for eeloiuta, aaisQeslua, pot^srsitM
aad hgrdrogen* the rapid sell test® a«s enplogred at (21) were
used to determine- the swell able potassitw sasd other oil eons* ts held 
the solution eoapXeaE. of thes# soil**
Si# result* of this s.tm% suggest the following ge&ersl ae«i£lmttl#B*i
X* a sufficient supply of all the reqsired nutrients i© ©n essential 
factor im crop ptedttC’tlogu She iufXtteaee, therefore * of & eiag&e 
tilmmt im fertilising field crops is difficult to seswsore.
2, Saperpifeaephate applied with potash fertiliser &eere#B©« the
se^mat of potuesiuB MLd Xn the exehaegsehle form* TM.% affect 
1# ©out noticeable ia tlx© Seessfr&e ssad Manor soil seriee.
3* A large portion of the eoMfcaageefel# nagaeslusi Is diepXseed tmm
the «&ehaage eoap&ex of soils *e a reealt of heavy potaati sad 
plio eplkorue f©rttil attioa* M#©sesiiaa asM&ril&teate are therefore 
aseessargr to eospe&e&te for this loss*
H* freatseats of sgpsrf&oeptaatte and 11©# on soil© low lit egotbsiige*
aide kqp&rogsn also deereusee the m i ! of applied. potassium 
rehgdtaed in the exdiaagcahl® tom*
Im general, it 1® coxtclusiv© that a euffieieat unpplf of smsil- 
all© plant food Is ea tisportimt factor 1m aai&telning a fertile ©oil* 
fhis tsnjrlj Includes all the *1 eaten ts used by plants, m d  ^hm defielent 
41 ©neat© are noted %  aoil test®, they should he mjpplie&in mount© 
that will resell Is. a suffieleney of ©11 the available nutrient® for use 
in crop growth*
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